●

Elle Woods: may appear like a typical blonde California sorority girl, but don't

count her out. She is hardworking, optimistic and tenacious. Triple Threat
Performer but must be able to also portray an earnest, loveable spirit. (**you do
NOT have to be a natural blonde to play Elle...we will have wigs for most
characters.) SOLOS
●

Margot, Serena, Pilar: Elle's trio of best friends and Delta Nu sisters. These three

roles are perfect for a group of young ladies with great singing and acting abilities,
and most importantly, lots of energy! Margot is ditzy, Serena is a cheerleader and
Pilar has an attitude, all who compliment and support each other as best friends.
SOLOS
●

Kate: is a featured Delta Nu sister - the academic of the bunch. She has a singing

solo in “What You Want” SOLOS
●

Warner Huntington III: a young man who is both a good singer and actor. He is

Elle's ex-boyfriend and caught between his former life with Elle and his newfound
serious East Coast life with Vivienne. SOLOS
●

Emmett Forrest: has had to work hard his entire life to get into Harvard Law

School, and nothing is going to come between him and becoming a partner in
Callahan's law firm, except maybe his surprising love for Elle. Strong actor and
singer. SOLOS
●

Vivienne Kensignton: is the very opposite of Elle, if judging only by demeanor. She

comes from a very conservative East Coast background and is everything that
Warner needs to make a serious move to become a lawyer. A great singer and an
actress who can make the bold transition from being Elle's nemesis to being her
friend. SOLOS
●

Whitney: is Vivienne's law school friend and partner in mischief when it comes to

bringing down Elle.This is a fun speaking role with wonderful energy and
presence. SPEAKING ONLY

●

Professor Callahan: is the most-feared professor at Harvard Law School. Must be

able to convey authority and strength. Callahan need not be the most experienced
singer, as long as he uses his best acting chops to portray this villainous role.
SPEAKING ONLY
●

Paulette: is a comedic singing role. While she is a bold character, her self-esteem

needs a little boost now and then. SOLOS
●

Brooke Wyndam: is a famous fitness video guru on trial for killing her husband.

This is a high-spirited role for a young lady who is a triple-threat: a great singer,
dancer and actress. Someone who can really portray her very difficult
predicament. SOLOS
●

Dewey: Paulette's brash ex-husband who lives in a trailer and holds her dog

captive. Although Dewey doesn't have a lot of stage time, it is a great cameo role
for a young man who is fearless in his acting choices. SPEAKING ONLY
●

Chutney Wyndham: has a really bad perm and an even worse attitude. She is

Brooke's unhappy stepdaughter who is actually guilty for killing her father and
framing Brooke. This is a role for an actress who has hilarious instincts.
SPEAKING ONLY
●

Kyle: is the UPS delivery man who Paulette has her eyes on each time his job

brings him to the salon. SPEAKING ONLY
● Dewey: is Paulette’s ex-boyfriend who won’t give back her dog. He is the definition
of “gross and rude” who lives in a trailer.
●

Grandmaster Chad: is a fun cameo role for a young guy who is a great musician.

This is a standout role from the other fraternity brothers and requires a lot of
energy. SOLOS
●

Ensemble: Delta Nu Girls, Admission Officers, Law Students, Salon Employees:

No role is small, especially in the world of Legally Blonde JR., where actors change
hats quickly from character to character. This show is full of energy, so each and
every role is bright and dynamic.

